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Ask American soldiers and Marines deployed in Afghanistan what the acronym 

ISAF stands for, and most likely they will not tell you the official answer – International 

Security Assistance Force – but rather the derogatory joke “I Saw American Fighting”. 

This certainly reflects American soldiers’ perception that American forces carry the bulk of 

the fighting in Afghanistan. Correspondingly, American fighting experience also 

dominates military academic literature, mirroring the vast research conducted on American 

fighting experience. Nevertheless, casualty figures from Afghanistan suggest that relative 

to their small numbers, non-American forces were engaged in heavy fighting and acquired 

significant fighting experience.
1
 This non-American experience has seen less research and, 

even when it has, little became available to the English-language reader. 

In this respect, this volume, which illustrates the Swedish military experience, is 

both refreshing and provides an important contribution to the English military literature on 

command in expeditionary forces. However, this book is not about command in battle, but 

rather captures the experiences of commanders in peacekeeping missions and, as such, 

might reinforce the American perception described above. 

In the preface to the English version, Allan Janik explains that contemporary 

peacekeeping has become a complex endeavour. In the past, the mission of peacekeeping 

was to serve as a neutral buffer between two large mass armies. Nowadays, as war has 

transformed into what General Rupert Smith has termed “war among the people”, combat 

has turned into a messy, blurred business, often between rival ethnic groups. This situation 

poses a much more difficult challenge to peacekeeping forces. The new operational 

environment also requires a new type of leadership ; different from the classic hierarchical 

leadership and command, the current environment requires from commanders the ability to 

tailor a fitting response to various unpredictable situations. 

The authors are researchers and practitioners in the field of leadership and officers’ 

development and have published a number of works on this topic with the Swedish Centre 

for Studies of Armed Forces and Society. Based on Swedish studies, the book’s theoretical 

premise is the idea that application of formal knowledge in professions that have to deal 

with different and changing situations is much more than “simply a matter of applying pre-
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existing models or theories to solve clearly defined models. Rather it involves forming 

judgments about the meaning of models [...] and determining how we go about solving it”.
2
 

As part of this approach, the professional learns how to apply knowledge and how to make 

judgments in unpredictable and sometime contradictory situations. Each situation is 

unique, information is never complete, and pre-planning has often no use when it confronts 

reality on the ground. 

Such an approach is distinctively Swedish and the authors cite a number of 

Swedish researchers. They also follow the work of Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986),
3
 and 

borrow their model of professional development. The model includes a few developmental 

stages ; the highest stage one can aspire to is an “expert stage”. The expert is distinguished 

by his ability to quickly respond by intuitively assessing the new and unfamiliar situation 

and react without having to weigh options or consider rules for decisions. 

The idea of “learning while doing”, in contrast to the classic sequence of learning 

in a formal setting and then applying the learning outside, has been explored in Donald 

Schön’s Reflective Practitioner (1983) and in Donald Schön and Chris Argyris’ Theory in 

Practice (1992).
4
 Both books advanced the idea of tacit, informal knowledge as the basis 

of successful practice of professionals. In the area of intuitive decision-making, the work 

of Gary Klein (1998) showed how what we call intuition is actually an experience-based 

decision.
5
 These intuitive decisions enable us to make unaware shortcuts in our decision-

making mechanisms, a process that was termed as “thin slicing”. The body of scientific 

research conducted in the last two decades on intuition became accessible to the wider 

public through the best-selling popular science book Blink (2005) by Malcolm Gladwell. 

For some reason, these works are not cited in the book. 

After the preface to the English version by Allan Janik, there is a section on “How 

to read this book” that explains the book’s unique approach and its rationale for using 

interviews as tools to understand the cognitive and emotional process of command. The 

authors do this by presenting interviews conducted with seasoned military commanders, 

asking them to describe a challenging situation they faced during their career and how they 

went about resolving it. There are seven interviews with military commanders representing 

different branches of the Army. Their ranks at the time of interview were Major General 

(one), Brigadier General (two), Colonel (three) and Lieutenant Colonel (one). Their field 

experience primarily includes service in Bosnia, Afghanistan and Africa. Before the 

interviews are presented, however, there is another chapter comprising the theoretical 
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approach to professional development and the military as a profession. It highlights the 

importance of practical training and preparation before deployment on a mission. 

Now we get to the main part of the book  : the interviews. Each interview begins 

with the same question, asking the interviewee to select and reflect on an incident that left 

a mark on his professional life, one that tested his skills to the limit. From that point on the 

interview takes more or less a form of free conversation, during which the selected event is 

described and analyzed, the decisions taken are evaluated, and the results of actions on the 

ground are considered. Towards the end of the interview a number of more reflective 

questions are asked, questions such as “what sort of advice would you give to junior 

commanders ?”, or “what in your training and education was key for coping with this 

situation ?”. The titles picked for each interview chapter imply a major learning point such 

as: “Giving up was never in the cards”, “You only get a bit of the puzzle at a time”, “You 

solve the task”, “It must be second nature”, “Things never turned out as expected”, “You 

will have to take full responsibility”, and “Difficult to prepare correctly”. 

The book’s final chapters include a contribution by Lotta Tillberg entitled, “Gaining 

Experience from the Examples of Others”, which serves as a summary of the previous 

interviews. Tillberg discusses the importance of experience-based knowledge and offers 

methods for transferring tacit individual experience into explicit, formalized organizational 

knowledge through the method of a small group seminar. The participants of such seminars 

discuss, share, and document their experiences in a way that others can learn from. Two 

essays close the book, including one by Maciej Zaremba entitled, “Prowess, Courage and 

Disposable Shoe Covers”, which was originally published in Dagens Nyheter, a daily 

Swedish newspaper. It discusses the events in Caglavica (near Kosovo) on 17 March 2004. 

The episode is described in the article as “Sweden’s most important armed intervention for 

maybe a hundred years”.
6
 This is the same incident discussed in the first interview by 

Lieutenant Colonel Hans Hakansson, an incident in which he and a dozen other soldiers 

were awarded a gold medal for their actions.  

The closing text of the book is a short essay written by Major General Andres 

Brännström entitled, “Perhaps it’s Too Early, but Tomorrow it Will be Too Late”. Inspired 

by the March 2004 Caglavica riots, the general originally read this text on Swedish Radio 

P1 in 2006. “No situation is the other alike”, says the general, and therefore, “there are no 

universal standards and models that can be applied to all situations” (pp.219-220). To 

become a better leader you have to experience the world and experience others ; you cannot 

learn it from leadership books, he states. Echoing John Lennon’s words, “Life is what 

happens to you while you’re busy making other plans”,
7
 he concludes : “Life is not a 

rehearsal : it’s the actual show”.
8
 This is also the closing sentence of the book. 
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The book’s appearance and design is different than the average academic book in 

the market. It comes with a sizable hard cover, excellent quality of paper, and many fine 

photographs depicting the soldiers, people and the locations mentioned throughout the 

book. In fact, it looks more like a coffee table book than a regular book. Absent, however, 

is what might have been a helpful map and a short introduction including an historical 

context of the conflict and a short history of the peacekeeping forces’ intervention before 

and after the discussed events. This might have better informed the reader and could have 

enabled him to further relate to the challenges the commanders faced on the ground. To be 

fair, some of this information is embedded in the interviews but it could have been easier 

to hand it out to the reader upfront. 

If the professional reader is seeking a book on command in combat he should look 

elsewhere, but if he is looking to learn about aspects of command in peacekeeping 

operations, then this work is definitely an important source. Nonetheless, there is a broader 

value in this work. The library shelves dedicated to theoretical books on command are 

quite limited, so this work proves a welcome addition. The research findings mostly 

reinforce old truisms with regard to the military profession. We witness the powerful 

impact of friction and uncertainty : commanders are forced to decide on the move with 

partial information. We find again that despite all the political and technological changes, 

the words of the 19
th

 century Prussian Chief of Staff, Moltke the Elder, that “no plans 

survive the first contact with the enemy”, or the words of General Dwight Eisenhower who 

said that, “Plans are worthless, but planning is everything” are still valid today. Indeed, the 

basic nature of war has not changed and, as a result, neither has command nor the basic 

tenants of leadership. 
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